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Abstract

We report the case of a patient with unilateral diffuse frontotemporal epilepsy

in whom we implanted a responsive neurostimulation system with leads span-

ning the anterior and centromedian nucleus of the thalamus. During chronic

recording, ictal activity in the centromedian nucleus consistently preceded the

anterior nucleus, implying a temporally organized seizure network involving the

thalamus. With stimulation, the patient had resolution of focal impaired aware-

ness seizures and secondarily generalized seizures. This report describes chronic

recordings of seizure activity from multiple thalamic nuclei within a hemisphere

and demonstrates the potential efficacy of closed-loop neurostimulation of mul-

tiple thalamic nuclei to control seizures.

Introduction

Both the anterior (ANT) and centromedian (CMT) nuclei

of the thalamus have been shown to be efficacious targets

for neuromodulation in drug-resistant epilepsy (DRE).1–4

These trials have largely employed continuous or cycled

open-loop stimulation with current deep brain stimula-

tion (DBS) systems, meaning no aspect of the ongoing

target region activity is assessed before stimulation and

stimulation is not adjusted according to that ongoing

activity. Closed-loop stimulation has also been used to

target thalamic nuclei and, generally, either bilateral CMT

or bilateral ANT have been targeted.5,6

We present a patient with evidence of unilateral, broad

fronto-temporal onset seizures that secondarily generalize

in whom we implanted a closed-loop Responsive Neu-

rostimulation System (RNS; Neuropace, Mountainview,

CA) with leads spanning and stimulating multiple thala-

mic nuclei. The nuclei include the targeted ANT and CMT

and the adjacent mediodorsal nucleus (MD) and pulvinar

on the left side. All of these nuclei have been shown to

have abnormal structural and functional connectivity in

patients with epilepsy.7–10 Closed-loop systems allow for

the concurrent sampling and modulation of extended tha-

lamic networks, potentially leading to improved responses

and insights into the thalamic networks involved in epi-

lepsy. This report is the first to capture chronic recordings

of seizure activity from multiple thalamic nuclei within

one brain hemisphere of a patient using the RNS device.

Methods

Data collection and review were approved by the institu-

tional review board with a waiver of informed consent.

The patient was a 37-year-old man with cryptogenic DRE

first diagnosed at 9 years of age. At that time, he presented

with generalized tonic–clonic seizures (GTCs) and was

prescribed carbamazepine. He was seizure free from ages
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13 to 15 years but had recurrence at age 21 years, with

breakthrough seizures while on medications. Valproic acid

and phenytoin were also trialed without success until lam-

otrigine was added, which improved his seizure control.

At age 30, he was started on topiramate, and a year later,

he was started on levetiracetam.

At the time of the surgical evaluation, the patient had

focal impaired awareness seizures (FIASs), which started

with feelings of d�ej�a vu, confusion which progressed to

speech arrest and manual automatisms lasting 2–15 s and

occurring 2–3 times per month. The patient also had sec-

ondary generalization of these seizures to tonic–clonic
activity 2–3 times per month. Seizure triggers included

stress, sleep deprivation, and missed doses of medication.

The patient complained of significant deficits in memory

and attention but was able to independently perform all

activities of daily living.

The presurgical workup was as follows (Table 1). Mag-

netic resonance imaging (MRI) of the brain showed

increased fluid-attenuated inversion recovery signal in the

left hippocampus, but no other focal abnormalities such

as mesial temporal sclerosis, cortical dysplasia, or other

lesions. Interictal positron emission tomography showed

hypometabolism of bilateral temporal lobes covering

mesial and lateral areas. There was 10% asymmetry in the

signal, with a greater reduction on the left compared with

the right.

Long-term video-electroencephalography captured three

seizures. The ictal onset localized to the left frontotempo-

ral region. The patient underwent stereotactic depth elec-

trode placement during which seven FIAS episodes were

captured with rapid secondary generalization (Fig. 1).

Seizure semiology included raising the right arm before

the left, having a fearful face, having an ictal cry, and

turning to the right before onset of tonic–clonic move-

ment. Electrographic activity preceded the clinical onset,

showing broad network activation in the left lateral tem-

poral lobe (proximal contacts on the amygdala and hip-

pocampal depth electrodes), cingulate cortex,

orbitofrontal cortex, and inferior frontal lobe. The maxi-

mal buildup of activity occurred in the posterior lateral

temporal lobe followed by cingulate, orbitofrontal cortex,

and then rapidly became bisynchronous on all depth elec-

trodes including the right leads. Interictal activity was in

the left orbitofrontal cortex, left hippocampus, left amyg-

dala, and right amygdala.

Neuropsychological testing showed average overall cog-

nitive functioning (Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale

WAIS-II full scale IQ score 95) with slightly better perfor-

mance on verbal compared with non-verbal tasks (verbal

comprehensive index score 99; perceptual reasoning index

score 92). Functional MRI showed left-sided expressive

and receptive language dominance. Wada testing con-

firmed left-sided language function and adequate memory

reserve of the right hemisphere (3/8 items recalled, 8/8

items recognized with left injection) with functional ade-

quacy of the left hemisphere as well (2/8 items recalled,

8/8 items recognized with right injection).

Because the seizure type included FIAS and secondary

generalization with EEG showing wide left-sided fron-

totemporal involvement, the multidisciplinary epilepsy

team thought that left-sided RNS implantation with an

electrode in the ANT to address limbic network and a

second electrode in the CMT to address frontal networks

and the GTCs would best address the patient’s pathology.

ANT has been shown to treat temporal lobe epilepsy and

epilepsy affecting limbic structures.2,3 CMT has been

shown to be effective in treating generalized epilepsy and

frontal lobe epilepsy.11–13

The electrodes were implanted using the ClearPoint

Neuro frame system (Solana Beach, CA) under MRI guid-

ance. A frontal, transventricular trajectory was used for

the ANT lead.14 A posterolateral trajectory was used to

target the CMT electrode. The posterolateral trajectory

permitted mounting of both ClearPoint frames simultane-

ously. The ANT was targeted directly by aiming for the

mammillothalamic tract using the fast gray matter acqui-

sition.14 Direct targeting of the CMT was done using the

white-matter-nulled magnetization-prepared rapid gradi-

ent echo MRI sequence and consensus coordinates.15,16

T1 inversion recovery sequence, T1 MRI with contrast

and a susceptibility-weighted MRI sequences were used to

confirm that the trajectory would not injure blood vessels.

For both targets, we used the DL-330-3.5 electrode with

30-cm length and 3.5-mm spacing for the thalamic nuclei.

Table 1. Presurgical-work up studies.

Study Findings

Video EEG Left frontotemporal and centro-frontotemporal

seizure onset

SEEG Left lateral temporal, cingulate, and

orbitofrontal and lateral frontal ictal activity.

Interictal activity was in left orbitofrontal cortex,

hippocampus, amygdala, and right amygdala.

The complete montage included left amygdala,

left anterior hippocampus, left posterior

hippocampus, left dorsal cingulate above the

genu of the corpus callosum, and left ventral

cingulate, which is ventral to the genu, left

orbitofrontal cortex via a mediolateral

trajectory through inferior frontal lobe, left

insula, right amygdala, and right

hippocampus.

PET Slightly increased hypometabolism on the left

Neuropsychological

testing

No significant lateralization

fMRI Language lateralization on the left side
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The ferrule and stimulator/battery unit (RNS-320) were

installed via a standard craniotomy. Postoperative CT

confirmed that the electrode placement was at the target

and that there was no intracranial hemorrhage.

Impedances for the anterior (ANT) electrode were 877–
932 Ω. Impedance values from the posterolateral (CMT)

electrode were 826–937 Ω. Detection parameters for both

leads were as follows: A 75% threshold was used with

short-term trend 4.096 s and long-term trend 2 min for a

frequency range of 2–125 Hz; power change of 7% was

used initially for detections. This was later changed to the

bandpass detector with minimum frequency of 2 Hz,

maximum frequency of 125 Hz, minimum amplitude of

7%, and minimum duration of 0.51 s.

The thalamic nuclei were targeted using consensus coor-

dinates and imaging as described above. For visualization

Figure 1. SEEG recordings showing example ictal onsets. (A) Ictal onset showing herald spike that is wide-field on the left side marked by yellow

arrow. This is followed by low-voltage, high-frequency activity within the left hippocampus and amygdala, which is followed again by wide-field,

rhythmic activity. (B) Example of limbic origin seizure with periodic high-voltage spikes and sharps in the hippocampus and amygdala marked by

the yellow arrow that become rhythmic periodic discharges.
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purposes, the thalamic nuclei have been isolated using the

THOMAS atlas17 and Locate Electrodes Graphical User

Interface (LeGUI) software.18 Briefly, the patient’s preoper-

ative T1 inversion recovery MRI sequence was warped to

AC-PC space and then coregistered to the THOMAS atlas

using algorithms within LeGUI software (which utilizes

protocols from SPM12) that our lab developed. The con-

tact locations within the individual thalamic nuclei were

identified using this method.

Results

At 10-month follow-up, the patient reported no sec-

ondary GTCs and no FIASs since surgery, resulting in an

Engel 1B outcome. He was having one focal awareness

seizures (FASs) per day; these resemble his FIASs except

that he was been able to maintain consciousness, and thus

these were far less debilitating compared to his prior sei-

zures. He was maintained on lamotrigine and cenobamate

without side effects.

Post-hoc registration of the patient’s post-RNS place-

ment CT with the preoperative MRI and the THOMAS

thalamic atlas showed the anterior lead samples ANT and

possibly also MD nucleus with the most distal contact

(Fig. 2A). The most superior contact is within the ventri-

cle, suggesting this electrode should have been inserted

more deeply to secure all four contacts within the thala-

mus. Accordingly, there is no active signal from that

channel (ANT3-ANT4; Fig. 3). The posterolateral CMT

lead covers CMT (CMT1-CMT2) as well as the pulvinar

(CMT3-CMT4; Fig. 2B).

Stimulation was delivered across all four channels on the

two leads (Fig. 3). Stimulation parameters were 2.5 mA,

120 ls, 1.5 mC/cm2, 5000-ms duration, and 100 Hz applied

Figure 2. Targeted thalamic nuclei delineated in atlas space. (A) Anterior nucleus of the thalamus (ANT) was targeted with a frontal approach.

The mammillothalamic tract is targeted surgically. Two in-line views shown. (B) Centromedian nucleus of the thalamus (CMT) was targeted with a

posterolateral approach using the T2 white-matter-null MRI sequence. Two in-line views shown. Coordinates are as follows: reference point PC,

target CM coordinates: lateral left 9.07 mm, anterior 1.55 mm, inferior 1.39 mm; direction lateral left 34.26 degrees, posterior 13.99 degrees,

and trajectory length 71.18 mm. AC-PC distance 23.79 mm. Electrode contacts are in blue. Relevant nuclei are labeled. Nuclei were derived using

the THOMAS atlas17 and LeGui software (see Methods section for details).18 AV: anterior ventral nucleus, CM: centromedian nucleus, MD-pf:

mediodorsal-parafascicular nucleus, Pul: pulvinar nucleus., VA: ventral anterior nucleus, VPL: ventral posterior lateral nucleus, VLPd: ventral lateral

posterior dorsal group.
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Figure 3. Example long-episode ECogs from patient’s RNS data. Ictal activity is consistently recorded from CMT channel 1–2 before ANT channel 1–2 in

both examples. Right side insets show blown up timeline. In both examples, the seizure is aborted with stimulation across all four channels. (A) Example

seizure detected first with ictal discharge recorded across the distal contact pair LCM1-LCM2 (in CMT proper) followed by ictal activity in ANT1-ANT2 (in

MD and ANT) at 29 s and ictal activity recorded in LCM3-LCM4 (within pulvinar) at 29.5 s. ANT3-ANT4 (in the ventricle) is electrically quiet as expected. (B)

Again, ictal activity is seen in the distal contact pair LCM1-LCM2 (in CMT proper) followed by ictal activity in ANT1-ANT2 (in MD and ANT) at 29 s. CMT3-

CMT4 shows ictal discharges. ANT3-ANT4 is electrically quiet. D: detection, LE: long episode, red marks: stimulation treatment delivery.
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in five bursts with the more distal contact being the anode.

The patient reported mild, non-bothersome paresthesia in

the right upper extremity at this current. Note that paresthe-

sia may occur with CMT targeting via stimulation of the

ventral posterior medial nucleus of the thalamus. This occa-

sionally bothersome side effect occurs frequently with leads

targeting canonical CMT coordinates anteriorly as well. Lead

impedances have remained stable over time (500–1000 Ω).
Detections and long episodes were occurring based on detec-

tions from CMT, which consistently preceded ANT, imply-

ing a consistent thalamic seizure network exists in this

patient. Ictal activity was consistently recorded from CMT

channels (contacts CMT1-CMT2) followed by ANT ictal

activity (contacts ANT1-ANT2, Fig. 3). Stimulation aborted

most long episodes but not all.

Discussion

Akin to multitarget drug treatments, multiple-target stim-

ulation may be more efficacious for the treatment of DRE,

which is widely considered a network disorder.19 The

ANT and CMT targets of neuromodulation have shown

efficacy in randomized-controlled trials of focal and gener-

alized epilepsy, respectively.2–4 We present a patient with

evidence of unilateral broad-onset DRE in whom a closed-

loop RNS was implanted, with leads in the ANT and

CMT, which also sample the pulvinar and MD. The RNS

system allows for chronic recording of ECog data. We

found that ictal activity was consistently recorded first in

the CMT and then ANT, and stimulation of both ANT

and CMT together was related to improved seizure bur-

den. Overall, the patient’s secondarily generalized seizures

were cured, and his near daily FIASs were converted to

FASs that occur once per day. To our knowledge, chronic

recording of ictal activity from multiple thalamic nuclei

within a single hemisphere has not been reported using

the RNS device. Chronic recording from neocortex and

thalamus or bilateral corresponding thalamic nuclei, and/

or inclusion of mesial temporal structures has been

reported.5,20–22 Burdette et al showed in a case series of

patients with RNS leads targeting CMT and cortex simul-

taneously that seizures were detected in both cortex and

CMT, and generally with lags ranging from 0–3 s with

neocortex preceding CMT.21 In another report of several

patients with posterior quadrant seizures, RNS leads were

placed in pulvinar and on cortex. Here seizures were

recorded from thalamus and cortex with near simultane-

ous (<0.25 s lag) onset as well. Here we describe seizures

being recorded from several thalamic nuclei with a consis-

tent temporal order of CMT, then ANT, and finally pulv-

inar. This patient did not have electrodes on cortex; thus,

we cannot comment on its relative timing. In terms of

how effective stimulating multiple thalamic nuclei within

a hemisphere might be for seizure control in someone

with broad-onset epilepsy, Alcala-Zermeno et al compared

DBS of bilateral ANT and CMT to bilateral CMT stimula-

tion in patients with generalized epilepsy but far more sei-

zures than our patient (mean 323 seizures per month at

baseline). They report the two groups did not differ in

terms of percent seizure reduction.23 Our patient clearly

had a positive effect in that he no longer had disabling

FIAS with secondary generalization. He continues to have

FAS, which do not have an explicit electrical correlate.

Finally, the intercontact spacing of electrodes used in

commercially available closed-loop systems precludes all

four contacts from being placed within a single thalamic

nucleus.24 This presents an opportunity to devise trajecto-

ries that intentionally span multiple nuclei and offer more

therapeutic options for treating refractory seizures. Because

of the shape of the ANT and its relation to the MTT, the

frontal and specifically transventricular (versus tran-

parenchymal) trajectory ostensibly affords the best out-

comes.16,25 Extending this trajectory inferiorly can cover

the MD. Similarly, the CMT is also approached from a

frontal trajectory in most trials.11,12,15 However, a postero-

lateral approach to the CMT may be considered to target

pulvinar (Fig. 2). The pulvinar has been implicated in

refractory seizures26,27 as well as temporal lobe seizures

specifically.7–9,28,29 Stimulation of the pulvinar may be

effective at controlling seizures from posterior parietal and

occipital cortex20 as well as temporal lobe,30 but the litera-

ture implies that pulvinar stimulation may be used for gen-

eralized epilepsy. Similarly, MD is thought to have a role in

generalized31,32 and temporal lobe9,33–35 epilepsy. Stimula-

tion controls limbic seizures in animal models36 and

demonstrates connectivity to limbic structures including

piriform cortex, hippocampus, cingulate cortex, and orbi-

tofrontal cortex.9,10,34,37 The most effective stimulation

location may be the dorsal area where afferent axons enter,

some from the thalamic reticular nucleus as well, which is

where this patient’s distal contact was located.36,37

Limitations

This is a report of a single patient, which cannot be used

to make generalized claims about the effects of closed-

loop thalamic stimulation. The patient was not tested

with stimulation of a single thalamic nucleus, so we can-

not say whether the targeting of both nuclei was necessary

to achieve his positive outcome. Nevertheless, the case

presents a proof of principle on several fronts: Ictal activ-

ity can be recorded throughout the thalamus and, in this

patient, appears to follow a consistent temporal pattern

(i.e., CMT precedes pulvinar and ANT in this patient),

thalamic activity can be used to trigger RNS, and finally

that stimulating multiple thalamic nuclei may lead to a
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positive clinical outcome for patients with wide-field ictal

onset patterns that are unilateral.
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